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A comparison using tlre caesium-l37 technique of the relative

importance of cultivation and overland flow on soil erosion

in a steep semi-tropical sub-catchment

A. S- WiranathaA, C. W RoseBC, and M. S. fulamaB
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Abst acl

The spatial pattem of net soil loss on 6 dovmslo,pe taffects in a small semi-topical $futchment uas

measured in l99G-91 using the resident caesium-I37 &ficit technique. The sub-catchment consisted of 2

opposing hillslopes which shed water to an int€rmittctr stream in the valley bottom oftlre sub+atchment.

There were 3 transects on each of the opposing hillslopes, and measuremmt iadicated net soil loss from all

6 transects- Furthermore, the spatial pattern ofcaesiuro-I37 deficit did not indicate the accumulation of
soil expected due to the slope decrease toward the botlom ofthe nalley. Possible explanatiom ofthis finding
could be the effect ofperiodic flooding ofthe intermittent raley sfearn, or seepage-accelerated erosion

Pineapple cultivation in the sub-catchment sirce 1950 iacludod iatensive cuhirration at Gyear intervals

by dox,mlope-moving rotary hoe. The paper derrelops a theoretical predictioo ofthe spatial patt€m ofnet
soil loss expected due to such cultiation, as trcll as the opected pattern of soil loss due to overland flow
on the hillslopes. The spatial pafiems of soil loss drrc to these 2 different soil erooion mechanisms were then

compared with the patern of net soil loss indicated by caesium-l37 depletion to provide an asscsment of
tlreir li*ely relative importance ia contributing to soil loss. In the uppcr part of each hilslope, tds
comparison of spatial tends did not allow the domimnt cause of soil erosion to be distinguished. Bott lhe

model oferosion due to cultivation and ttat duc to hilhide overland flow predicted soil accumulation in the

lower valley sides where slope decreased. Neith€r modcl represented the net loss of such accumulated soil
indicated $ caesium-I37 defici! and ttis loss possiHy occuned &ning periodically observed flooding of
the rzalley floor, or due to surface burial witt caesium-I37 deplaed subsoil.

Additionat keywords: soil erosion mechanisns, eiosion model, rotary hoe cultivation, pineapple

plantation-

Introduction

Soil erosion is a major envAonmental concernin agricultural practice, especially on steeply

sloping land. In addition to erosion by raiufall and overland flow it is increasingty being

recqgnised that cultivation itself can be an important cause of downslope soil displacemeng
and thus of net soil erosion (Govers et al. 1994; Lobb et al. 1995). How the relative

importance of cultivation and overland flow on soil emsion varies with landscape and
cultivation methods is not yet completely understood- However, a rccent iszue of SorT azd
fillage with 12 papers devoted to this topic (Gwers 1999) indicates a rapid$ gmwing
res€arch base on these issues.

l-obb et a/. (195) studied erosion on landscapes of variable slope due to tillage
operations using a mouldboard plough" tmdem disc, and C-tine cultivator, with up and

dorvnslope cultivation. Soil translocated by dwnslope tillage was more than 1.5 that due to
tillage upslope. Using the caesium-l37 techniqug they also found tlrat tillage erosion
accounted for about 70olo ofindicated total soil loss.

t,
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220 A. S. Wiranatha er a/

Govers et al. (1994).stated that the erosion associated witr tillage operations may be

more important than water erosion especially on the hilly -agricultural land of Western

Europe. The study found that erosion rates associated with tilhge may often be more than

l0 t/ha.year.

In this paper, the expected spatial pattern ofnet soil redistribution by cultivation and by

overland flow is obtained using physically based models outlined in the paper.

Development of the model of soil erosion by cultivation is based solely on the downslope

displacement of soil due to rotary hoe cultivation on land of varying steepness. The

overland flow model used is based on the theory of soil erosion due to overland flow

developcd by Hairsine and Rose (1992). Sbil samples for caesium-137 analysis were taken

and analysed by the authors. Comparison of the expected spatial pattern of net soil

redis6ibution given by these models rvith the pattern in caesium-137 data is used to assess

the relative importance of cultivation and overland flow on soil redistribution on the ?,

opposing hillsides of a V-shaped sub-catchment. Use of caesium-I37 concentration as an

independent reference indicator of net soil redistribution is widely used to represent net soil

redistribution (Sutherland and de Jong 1990; Walling and Quine 1991).

Net soil rcdistribution models

The symbols and abbreviations used in this paper are listed in Appendix l.

Net soil redistribufion by ruury hov caltivation

Modelling soil redistribution or hanslocation due to tillage, as far as is known to the

authors, has not included cultivation by rotary hoe. The only experimental data available to

evaluaie &e magnitrde of net soil erosion in the reported study was that provided by the

caesium-I37 technique. Cultivation by rotary hoe would ircorporate caesium-I37

throughout the cultivation layer, probably somewhat uniformly, especially if cultivation is

frequenl There appear to be at least 3 ways in which caesium-I37 concentiration in the

cultivation layer can be affected on hitlside cultivated by downslope movement of a rotary

hoe cultivator. These 3 ways are as follows:
(i) There are what might be termed 'start up' effects of cultivation. For a certain distance

downslope from the commencement of cultivation, soil removed by the rotary hoe is not

recompensed bry soil delivered from upslope, as occurs over most of a cultivated hillside.

This applies only for a short distance from cultivation commencement. Let us assume that

repeated cultivation always commences at the same place on the landscape. Then even

recognising that caesium-I37 delivery to the soil surface has been over a period of time, it
is quite like$ that excessive soil removal in this short band of 'start-up cultivation' will eat

into subsoil unlabelled by caesium-I37. Such unlabelled soil as is removed from this start-

up band by the rotary cultivator will then be moved downslope in each successive

cultiratiol event In a situation of frequent cultivation this dou'nslope dilution of caesium-

137 concentration by unlabelled soil will lead to a deficit in caesium-I37 concentration,

which will be interpreted as greater soil erosion thao has actually occurred. This will be

called a 'stad-up dilution effect'.
(ri) There are many sites at wtrich substantial soil erosion (by any mechanism) has

occurred in the period where the atmospheric supply of caesium-l37 has significantly
declined due to modification or cessation of atomic bomb testing. At such sites it is possible

that cultivation has extensively incorporated soil from deeper layers unlabelled by caesium-

137. If so, then again the normally used caesium-I37 method of assessing net soil loss

could lead to overestimation of soil loss.

'i.,
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Caesium-I37 technique for erosion study 221

of rotory-hoe cultivotor

Centre of rototing
cultivotion equipment

/
Point of rcturn

of cultivoted soil

Centre of moss of cultivoted soil

Rc = rodius of curvoture

o{ lond surfoce

F[. l. Morement of rotary hoe in time inerral 6t on land of non-uniform slope'

The theory given in this paper.for net soil loss by cultivation neglects the possible

influeuce of cultivation on caesium-l37 concentration described eaxli€r in (0 and (rr). The

only cultivation effect for which theory is developed is that given in (rr0.

(iii) Cultivation car also effect net soil loss, and thus caesium-137 concentratioq due to

its interaction with cbange of land surface slope. For land of spatially variable slope, the

distribution of soil during downslope cultivation by rotary hoe will be shown to be non-

uniform- Figure I illustrates the redistribution of soil due to the movernent of a {otary hoe

cultivator whose cenhe of rotation has moved from point C to D. If the land was of uniform

slope, tte soil whose centre of mass is initially of A (Fig. l) would be moved a downslope

distance curesponding to that from B to L. In the context of a uuiform slopg such as BL,

there upuld be net loss of soil from B to L, a distance of the order the radius of the rotary

hoe, about I m. For further movement of the rotary hoe down a uniform slope, soil

displac€d dournslope at any point is replaced by soil from further upslope. Hencg this

uniform slope process is commonly interpreted as a small dournslope displacement of the

entire soil zurface rather than a net downslope loss of soil at any point in the landscape.

Howerrer, in a situation where there is the change of slope, as indicated in Fig. 1, the soil

would be rernoved frorn B to N rather than from B to L. Therefore, there would be a net

downslope local displacement of soil efectively from M to N, where LM is perpe,lrdicular

to BL (lhe land slope at B). Theory is developed for this net downslope displacement The

derivation of the distance MN is presented in Appendix 2, where Eqn A15 shows &at in
time inbrval 6t, the distance:

I

1 
rr(l+sinv) +rot ) t"ny

cosv 65t"G;f (1)MN=
2costy

where v is the speed of the rotary hoe's general motion, St: tan r!, 11 and r! being shown in
Fig. 1.

&,
!},\
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The distance MN illgstrates graphically the effect of rotary cultivation on the net soil
redistribution with varying slope. The expression of net soil redistribution due to rotary
cultivation is also dependent upon the magnitude of BL, and sb on u, 6t, 11, andrf as follows
from Appendix I (Eqns A7 and A8). Neglecting vEt as small compared with the term

involving 11 in Eqn l, and neglecting the factor 2 as a constant, the net soil redistribution is

given in the following proportionality equation:

Net soil redistribution *
(1+siny) tany x6St Q)

cos2ry 1l + Stz;rs

Also, the net redistribution or cultivation erosion factor of soil due to cultivation will be

defined as MN/6s where 6s is the arc length BN. Now regarding 6s as a small quantity,

5s = Ex/cos r! where x is distance on a horizontal axis. Therefore, we define MNlDs, the

cultivation erosion factor, as follows:

(l + sinty)tanty

-X

65t
(3)

cosy(l + St2)r'5 
-' 

5x

If y : f(x) is a description of the land surface geometry, then S, = 1ur, q = dyldx. Thus in the

limit, 6SUEx in Eqn 3 is equal to d2f(x/dx2. Therefore, the cultivation erosion factor (CEF)

will be defined as:

cEF=[!rgy)t*v l.{9 (4)

[cosy(l+St-)''" ] dx-

The magnitude of the numerator of the CEE, (l + sin rl) tan r!, will increase with the angle
r!, as does the denominator, cos r[ (l + Stz1t.s. Thus, since these 2 components in Eqn 4
tend to approximately oppose one another, the dominant term in the cultivation factor will
be d2flxydxz.

The spatial variation in net soil redistribution can be determined graphically using the

CEF (Eqn a), which is calculated using the microtopographic data of the sub-catchment A
positive value of the cultivation factor implies that net erosion has occurred, whilst a
negative value iudicates net accumulation of soil.

Net soil redistribution due to overlandflow

The expectation ofnet soil redistribution due to overland flow is based upon the flow of
water and sediment dourn a sloping land surface without inflow to the top of the hillslope.
The generalised representation of downslope erosion will be made without specific
representation of the role of rills or of net downslope rainfall detachment The preseirce of
rills does not invalidate the method of erosion representation euiployed, but would affmt the
value of a parameterkin Eqn 12 given later, adding some 'noise' to thewater erosion factor
of Eqn 13. The rates of water and sediment flowing per unit time aooss a unit width of the
plane are given as volumeEic water flux, q, and sediment flux, q., respectively. The arrerage

velocity in a uniformly turbulent overland flow is given by Manning's equation as follows:

^lt2
V=Dz3)

n
where q = PY

Cultivation erosionfactor* 
W *
Ss

&,-t
r\a.''s



Caesium-I37 technique for erosion study

and where S is land slope (sir1e of slope angle), V is the velocity of water flow (m/s), D is

depth of florr (m), and n is the surface roughness coefficient called Manning's n (m-l/3 s;.

Using Manning's equation for the sheet flow, the volumetric watefflux, q (m3/m.s), can be

eJQressed as:

3D -.5nnv
q =-y4

The volumehic water flux, q, can also be expresscd in terms of runoffrate per unit arrea, Q,
and dowoslope distance, s, measured Aom the ridge crest- Using the approximation of Rose

et al.(1983), q is given by: .. .-!

l;s:s
Hence the value ofV in Eqn 5 can be expressed as:

^3/10
u =l*_{er)r,, (6)

n

In order to stimate soil.loss from the plane, the sedimeirt flux, q., is required. The value of
q can be inferred from the sediment concentration and runoff collected during a rainfall
evenl Direct measursment of net sediment flux orrcr the surface at a sub-catchment scale

is diffrcult Howwer, the spatial forrn of soil loss can be represented using a simplifted
version of a model of soil erosion which has reccined validation elsewhere.

It is rccagnised that there is an upper limit to sediment concentration, commonly called
the tansport limit (Foster 1982). Simpliffing the exgression for sediment concentration at

the transport limit, c, (kg/m3), given by Hainine and Rose (1992) shows that q increases

with land slope, S, and flow velocity, V The term q is then given by:

c, :KSV (7)
q&ere K is a constant for any soil, but may vary with soil oharacteristics. Substituting Eqn
6 into Eq 7, then:

(5)

ol.3

", = ri{Qt)o'n or
n

c,:(t$1.350.4 (8)

where

KO0''K,=F
Rose (1993) represented the relationship betweeir &e sediment concentration, c ftg/m3),
and qby asoil erodibility parameter, p, such th*

c:d
wtrere tlre nalue of B is expected in general to be S1. For areas of hillslope seepage it is
possible that B might sigrrificantly exceed 1, possibty b€ing up to 1.5 (Huang et al.1998).
Thus the sodiment flux, q. (kg/m.s), is:

$
,u
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using Eqn 8 forq, then: 
qs = qc: QsqB

qs = Qs (K,Sl.rso.+1F and so 
t

qs tr Sl'3P s(l+0'48)

q=kslsps(h{.48)

Because the vatue of p is somewhat uncertain, and may vary with distance downslope, the

further simpliffing approximation will be made that;

C.G): k Sa sb (e)

where k is approximarcty consart. Increasing the downslope distance from s to s+6s leads

to the sediment flux being giraen by:

(10)

The difference between q"(sr6s) and qG) gives the net movement of sediment flux, or soil
redistribution per unit width- The net soil redistribution per unit width, A q"(s), at a
downslope distance, s, is then given by:

q.(s + &) = <s *f *1"(s + 6s)b

- a dS r b&
=kS"(l+-=-&)s" (l+ r )', S'ds s

= klS'sb+ S"b & +all.b m+ 
" 
u€(*)'lds ds

Neglmting the second-order teruq then:

q,(s +&) = 11s'sb+ sab a +"S.0 tl

aq.(s)=tt[s'b+asb*]

Therefore, the net soil redistibution per unit area, NE(s), is given by dividing Eqn

6s, to give:

NE(s)=t[5" o*"roS1

wEF=S"b*".0 $

The of net soil redistibution per unit are4 NE(s), is a firnction of slope (S),

downslope distance (s), and &e spatial rate of change of S with s (i.e. dS/ds). Using Eqn 12,

the dependence ofnet soil redistibution due to overland flow ofwater is represented by a
water erosion factor (WEF) as follou6:

(l l)

ll by

(12)

(13)

,}
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The value ofa and b is determined by the value ofB which, based on previous experience,
is likely to be in the followingftmges:

(i) for top and midslope: 9 : 0.71 -+ 1.0; and (ii) for bottomslope: B = 1.0 -+ 1.5.

Since a = 1.3P, and b = (l + 0.48), the value of WEF was explored for the range of values

of a and b given in Thbte l.

Table l. The range ofvelues oftte parem€ters 'a' and 'b'
explored due to unccrtainty in tte erodibility parameter B

Slope portion Valuc of 'a' Value of 'b'

1.3 -e 1.4

I.4-+ 1.6

Eqn 13 shows that both the magnitude of slope (S) and rate of slope change (dS/ds) at

each part ofthe transect determine whether net erosion or deposition occurs in the overland
flow. A negative value of WEF implies that net accumulation is taking place, but a positive
value implies net erosion. If the slope is convex, then dS/ds is positive so that net erosion
or net soil loss must occur. However, rvhen tre slope is concave, so that dS/ds is negative,

then net deposition can take placg depending on the relative magnitude of the 2 terms in
Eqn 13.

Methods

Experimental site

The shrdy was uderbken on a sub-calchmentof a privaelycrned pineapple farm at Imbil, about 170 trn
north ofBrisbane, which is cultivated for pincapples. The sub-catchment is charaaerised by steeply stoping
land, the mean slope beiag approximatety 29lo, but slope riariod in the experimentat area between l9/o nd
37/o. The soil type of the sdb-catchmeat is a Lithic Effiopept or a clayey sandy breccia (using tte
nomenclature of Piper and Rogers 1980, cied in Coltinsor mdTho,rrpson 1982). The soil can bed€scribed
as gravelly, mildly acidic, weak-crumbed loam to clay loam with aa A1 horizon of 5-30 cm, with gravelly
bleached A2 horizon. The sub-catchmqrt lies within tbe humid subtropical region with a sumrn€r-
dominant rainfall. The average annual rainfall was 1350 mm with a maximum average month$ rainfall
occurring inJanuay(182 mm), anda minimum inAugust(38 mm)- More details ofthe Imbil sitearegiven
by Ciesiolka a al. (1995)-

The sub-carchrent study area is about 3.5 h4 divided into 2 steep, cultivaed hillslopes oposiqg cach
other from which ruooffwas collec*ed by a centrally located, idermiffently flowing creelc These 2 oppcing
hillslopes will be refered to as the north aod south sectioru. The sub-catchment was divided into l8 plots (9
plots on each section), the plot bormdaries being approrimatety nofinal to contour lines. Transect I is towards
the top of tlre catcfiment and trmsect 9 frrtlrer down the sub-catchment for both the north and south
hillslopes. Pineapplcs were planted in rows up'and{ovn ttc local slope within these plob (i.e. in tte
direction of steepest descent) for a zl-year crop cyclq theu chaed and cultivated again for another cropping
cycle. This patternofpine4ple orhivationhadbeenpractisedsince 1950. Oncomptetion ofacrop, intensirre
crrltivation is rmdcrtakenotrthis 66esplyslopitrgland usingarolary hoecultiratorinorderto killtbcprwious
pineapple crop, iocorporate plant meial into the soi[ and povide suitable soil conditions for fte aext
plaating. The rotary hoe is operatcd when trane[ing docmslqe, with cultivarion commencing near the top
of ihe hillslope denoted as the origin of dwmslope distancc in Figs 2-4.

fumpling techniques for rcsident caafun- I 37

All caesium- I 3 7 samples iom the cultirated area and a ueaty reference site (salccted as most unlilcely to
have experienced soil erosion or deposition) were collectod in tate 1990 to earty 1991. The refer€oc€ site
was on a flat ridge of uncultivated bushland located several hundred metres above the head of the
experimenta.l sub-catchnrent. I\rc sarrples were obtained from this reference site-

At the cultivated sitq 3 plob within the rrcrth sectioo (plots lN, 5N, and 9N) and 3 plots iu the souttr
section (l S, 55, and 95) werc chosen as sampling sites. Thrce sampling points along a tansect were chosen

Ibp and mid-slope

Bottom slope

l-+ 1.3

1.3 -+ l-95

r,..N



226 A. S. Wiranatha et a/.

within each plot, being takeq from the top (T), middle (M), and botom (B) of the tansect. This sampling
provided 3 replicate profiles from each ofthe opposing norttr and south facing hillslopes. The top sample

(T) was taken sufficiently downslope of the commencqncnt of rotary hoe cultivation to avoid the initial
startup net soil loss that would occur even on a uniform slope. Howevcr, this top sample could be affected

by the startup dilution effect described earlier in the 'model' setion.
The soil samples at the reference site were collected using a scraper-plate within a rectangular frame (20

by 20 cm) sampling soil from the G-5 cnL 5-10 crr1 and 1G-15 cm depth increments, respectivety. The area

planted to pineapples was cultivated by a rotary hoe to a depth of 15 cm many times at the end of each 4-
year cropping cycle (sometimes >10 cultivations being needed to prevent re+prouting from leaf parts).

Therc were 9 or l0 oopping cycles since the first strrosdrcric disnibution of caesium-I37 in 1952 until

soil sampling in 1990-91. Thus, there could have been about 100 rotary hoe cultirations during the period

ofcaesium-l3? fallout which would have rather thoroughty incorpomted the caesium-l37 through the 15-

cm depth ofcultivation. This was assumed tojustify taking only 0-5 cm samples from the cultivation sites

for caesium-l37 determination, using the same sampling method prwiously described for the reference

site; the areal caesium-137 concentration was then multiplied by the ratio l5/5, or a factor of3, to make a

more rralid comparison with measurements fiom the refererce sitc where sanpling was to a depth of 15 cm.'

Caesiunrl3T ana\ris

All samples from both &e reference and cultivated sites rmere prepared for caesium-I37 analysis following
the guidelines given by Walling ad Quine (1991). Caesiurn-l37 activity per unit mass @q/kg) was

Cetermined by counting the gamma emissions at 662 teY with a germanium semi-conductor detector
(McCallan et at. 1980): Areal activity of caesium-I37 1nq/cUr2) of each sampling point was calculated

using the described method by Kachanoski (1987), MarA and de Jong (1987), and Sutherland and de Jong

(ree0).
Caesiurpl3T accumulation orloss ateachsamplingpoint canbe determinedbysubtactingtheaverage

caesium areal actit/ity at the refercnce site from the areal actMty at eactr sampling point following the

method of Sutherland and de Jong (1990). Wben tre cacsium arcal activity at ttre samplitrg point was

higher than at tlre reference site, soil accumilalion uas estirnated to occuq ofterwise soil loss was

estimated to take place. The caesiurn-I37 accumulation or deposition can be used to determine net soil
accumulation orloss at each samplirypoint The netsoil accumulation or loss in this sttrdyvas calculated

using the proportional rnethod as orflined io Sutherlad ard de Jong (1990).

Results and discussion

Topography

The topographic data were obtained using standard survey techniques. Land slope varies

with downslope distance but in a manner specific to each transect taken normal to contour
lines. The lowest slopes were found at the crest ofthe hillslope ofeach transect In general,

slope increased sharply with downslope distance, and then decreased slightly toward the

bottomslope after reaching a maximum slope in the middle part of the transect. The only
transects vrift a trend different to this were tansects 9N and 5N, where the slope increased

from the top to the middle area of the transect, and then varied slightly until reaching the

highest slope at or close to the bottom ofthe transect (see Fig. 2). Figure 2 also includes the

sine of the slope angle, r!, involved in the CEF (Eqn 4). Dowrslope distance was measured

from the commencement of rotary hoe cultivation.

Caesium-\37 results

The caesium-I37 analysis showed caesium-I37 activity per unit area at all sampling
points of the cultivated site to be sigdficantly lower than those at the reference site. If
the assumptions made are sorrect then this implies that net soil [oss had occurred in
all tansects prior to sampling. The location and calculated magritude of these losses

in t/ha.year for each of the 3 sampling pooitions in each transect is given in Fig- 2.

\
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Fig. 2. Microtopographic feature and net soil loss profile for every fiansecl Slopc is defircd as tte
sine of the surface slope angle, and net soil loss at the tkee sample sites in each transect based on
caesium measurcments is given in units of t/ha.year. - Elevation; -O- sine slope.

Net erosion was expected at the top and midslope sampling position in agreement with
measurem€,nt (Fig. 2). Howwer, net deposition oraccumulation of sediment was expected
for those lower sampling sites where slope was decreasing (which was the case in all hrt
9N, as shovm in fng. 2). There are at least 3 possible reasons for this unexpected indication
of soil loss at the lourcr sampling sites. Firstly, periodic flooding of the valley floor is knswn
to occur, and the position of the lower sampling sites in the landscape is such that even if
periodic accumulation of caesium-I37 labelled sediment did occur, it could have been
remwed by floodwatem prior to sampling for caesium-I37 measurement.

A second reason for the measwed deficit in caesium-I37 at lower sampling sites would
be that vatley flooding led to net deposition at these sites of soil unlabelled with caesium-
137, originating perhaps from stream banks or incised rills. If this was the case sampling
may not have been deep enough to capture all the caesium-I37 possibly buried deeper in
the soil profile.
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Fig, 3. Comparison oftrend ofthe net soil loss (t/ha.yearxl0z) based on caesium-

137 (CS) with the cultiration erosion factor (CEF) and the water erosion factor

calculated used high (WEF[I) and low (WEFL) values of 'a' and 'b' from Table l -

A third possible explanation is that erosion at this lower site was exaggerated by fte
positive pore water pressures caused by the exfiltration of seepage. Huang et al. (1998)
have shown that this little-appreciated effect ofhillslope subsurface hydrolory can increase

erosion rates well above whatotherwise would be expected. This would imply a value of b

sgbstantially greater than unity in the theory ofoverland flow driven erosion, a possibility
acknowledged in the values of a and b for the bottomslope in Table l.

The data on net soil loss within the sub-catchment given for each sample site in Fig. 2

show tha! on average, fie highest net soil loss occurs on the upper slope section ofthe
transects. McFarlane e, al- (1992\,and Elliott and Cole-Clark (1993), wtro studied soil loss

on potato farms at Western Austalia and NSW respectively, found similar results in that

net soil erosion was most severe on the upper slopes. The mean rate of net soil loss on the

upper slope, midslope, and bouomslope is 35.6, 26.0, and 29.3 tlha.yeaq respectively. It is
possible that the indicated mean soil loss of 35.6 Uha.year for the top upper slope sample is

an overestimate because of the start-up dilution effect with unlabelled soil which was

explained in the model section. However, based on the measured caesium-I37 deficit, the

second highest net soil loss is from the bottom ofthe transect, whereas net deposition at this

\
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Fig 4. Comparison of tend of the n€t soil loss (t/ha.yearxld) based on caesium-I37 (CS), mean

wat€r erosion factor (WEF) and cultivation erosim factor (CEF) for all tansects .

site was expected on topographic grounds, a finding for vitrich earlier discussion developed

3 possible explanations.

Watir erosionfactor

The trend of net soil redistribution by overland floning water was detennind by

calculating WEF in Eqn I 3 using the appropriate range of values of a and b given in Tbble I .

As calculation progressed dournslope, a gradual transition in values from top and midslope

to bottomslope was used in the calculations. Calculations were carried out using the upper

limit to values chosen for 'a' and 'b', and then the lower limit (Table l). The outcome of
such calculations is illustrated for 2 kansects in Fig- 3, which gives 2 estimates, WEFH for
high, and WEFL for lovr values of 'a' and 'b'.
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The results in Fig. 3 typify the outcome for all transects, showing that dre general trend

was the same for both high and low estimates, the trend beirlg exaggerated in the case of
WEFH. With this justificatiorl and for greater simplicity of presentation, only the trend of
WEF using mean values of 'a' and'b' is given for all fransects in Fig. 4.

Net soil loss due to the overland flow, characterised by a positive value of the WEE,

occurs over at least the first zl0 m of all transects, and with the exception of transect 9N,

WEF becomes negative towards the bottom of the transect, indicating net soil

accumulation. For hansect 9N net erosion by flowing water is indicated for the entire

transect.

Comparing Figs 2 and 4 it can be seen that over most transects, the trend of net soil

redistribution within the sub-catchment is in line with the land slope (the sine of slope

angle). This suggests dominance of the component term Sab in EEr 13. When slope

increases from upperslope to midslope, net soil losses also increase. llourcver, as the slope

typically decreases from just below the midslope to the bottomslope, the expected net soil

loss also decreases until net accumulation is expected to occur at the bottom-end of the

transect. The exception in this general rend is for transect 9N, and this occurs because the

land slope ofthis transect always increases right up to the bottom end offfrc transect, so that

WEF is never negative, and no soil accumulation is expected.

Cultiv atio n eto sion foctor

The predicted spatial variation in net soil redistribution by cultivation is available from the

cultivation erosion factor (Eqn 4), calculated using the sub-catchment microtopographical

data. The trend of the CEF with the dovmslope distances for the 6 hansects is presented in

Fig- 4 (labelled CEF). The CEF generally decreases from a higher positive value at the

upperslope to zero about midslope before falling to negative values at the bottomslope. This

implies that expected net soil loss due to rotary cultivation would generally occur from the

upperslope to the midslope of the zub-catchment. Horever, net soil accumulation due to

cultivation would be expected to take place at the bottom or lower part ofthe sub-catchment

where the cultivation factor is negative.

The general trend described in the prior paragraph occurs for all transects except for
transect 9N where the slope increases rapidly through the upperslope, and then much more

slowly and continuously down both the midslope and bottomslope (see Fig- 2). This

provides a different spatial trend in CEF compared with other transects, with net soil loss

by cultivation predicted at almost all parts of the transect, as shown in Fig.4.
It follows from Eqn 4 that no net soil redistribution is generated \l rotary cultivation in

any part of the transect with uniform slope. When the slope is unifonn, dSUdx, &(txyd*,
and so CEF are all zero. This is illustated clearly for calculation sites in traruects lN 5N,

aud 9N and transect 55 (see Figs 2 and 4). This result follows since if tile slope is uniform,

then the distance ofsoil redistribution by the rotary hoe is also unifcnn, andtbe distance

MN in Fig. I is zero. Thus no net erosion or accumulation of soil is predicted to occur.

Hence, soil predicted as eroded from the convex upperslope by cuhivation is transferred

to the concave bottomslope, with limited net gain or loss in the midslope region.

Relative importance of rotary cultivation and overlandflow on soil etosion

In addition to the water and cultivation erosion factors (labelled WEF and CEF

respectively), Fig. 4 also shows tlre spatial features of n€t soil loss based on caesium-I37

results (labelled CS). Comparing these spatial trends would be expected to allow

assessment of the relative importance of rotary hoe cultivation and overland flonr on soil

l.L
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erosion, alsough Fig. 4 shows the conhast in these 2 tends is not great. With the

reseniatiom described in th6 model sectioq the independent experimental information

provided by caesium-l37 deficit is regarded as providing the surest evidence of net soil

loss. Hencc a similarity in spatial form of variation in either erosion factor or the form of
caesium-I37 loss with downslope distance is taken to provide support for the significance

of that particular form of erosion, and vice versa. Independent direct measurement of the

absolute magnitude ofnet soil loss or accumulation due to eitrer ofthe 2 erosion processes

consi&red as a function of position for all hansects ovsr the 40 years evaluated usiag the

caesium-I3? technique clearly would be virtualty impossibte to obtain, and is certainly not

available to the present study. The methodolory employed in comparing the predicted

spatial patterns of erosion by either process with the evidence from caesium-I37 therefore

provides a realistic methodology for assessing their relative significance, though not

without its limitations.
This comprison with caesium results will be made first for the upper, uniformly

conve& parts ofthe opposing slopes, and then for the lower half ofthe sub-catchment

adjacent to the drainage flow line which divides the subcatchment into its north and south

facing slopes.

Erosian prucess evaluation in the upper half of the sub-catchmqt

In general, the caesiuri-137 (CS) data in Fig. 4 show &at the rates of net soil loss from

upper, oonvex slopes are relatively high compared with other parts of the sub-catchmenl

except forlransects I S and 95. This general result indicates the more strongly eroded natre
of the upperslope of the sub-catchment.

Because of the methodology employed it is valid only to compare the sigz and the tead
rather than the absolute values of the experimentally based (CS) and theoretically derived

(CEF, WEF) net soil erosion estimates in Fig. 4- Whilst tlrcre are minor differences in trend

betweenthe calculated water and cultivation erosion facto$ (WEF and CEF) shown in Fig.

4, their general hends are very similar erccept perhaps for transect lN. Sip and location of
sign change are very similar for both WEF and CEF (Fig.4).

Whilst the calculation of WEF and CEF involves use of sub-catchment

microtopographic data in different ways, there are some similarities in the theory for either

erosional prccess. In particular, there is some similarity betq/Een the term d2f(x/dx2 in the

CEF (Eqn a) and the term dS/ds in the WEF (Eqn l3). However, as noted earlier, there is
some indication that the other terrn, Sab, in Eqn 13 is dominanl Thus the general similarity
in form between WEF and CEF in Fig. 4 is someufuat unexpected. This similarity increases

ffre difficulty in distinguishing between these 2 quite different causes of soil displacement.

Howwer, the agreement in sign between WER CER and CS in the upper half of the zub-

catchment could indicate that both erosion processos hav€ conhibuted to the indicated net

soil loss- Comparison of the trends in WEF and CEF with the trend in CS is limited because

only two caesium samples were taken in the upper half of each tansect (Fig. 4).

Comparison is also limited by the possibility trat the level of net erosion indicated by
caesium-I37 analysis for the top or upper sample could be an werestimate because of the

start-up dilution effect described in the model section. Indeed ifthis overestirnate was real,

there could be better general agreement in trend betwe€u the caesium-based and the 2
theory-based estimates of net soil loss in fte upper half of the srb-catchment

Only one transecq namely lN, has any substantial difierence in trend between WEF and

CEF (Fig. 4); and in this case the hend in neither of these factors agrees with the trend in
CS. In the 5 other cases where the trends of the WEF and CEF are similar, the result oftrend
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comparison with CS varies" There is some agreement in the trends of WEF and CEF with
CS for transects lS and 5N, and uacertainty or disagreemelt in the hend comparison for
transects 55 and 95, and lN and 9N (Fig. a).

In summary for this upper half of the catchment, comparison of the spatial trend in the

3 factors does not show agreementin all cases. This may indicate an inadequate number of
caesium samples, that erosion due to causes other than overland flow and cultivation can be

significant, that the sart-up dilution effect is significant, or that fre theory given for these

processes is inadequata Furtherrnore, because of the general similarity in form of results

for CEF and WEF; there is no clear evidence supporting the dominance of either cultivation

or flow-driven processes as the major source of net erosion shown by the CS data to have

occurred.

Erosion process evaluatioa in the lower half of the sub-catchment

The caesium-137 results in Fig. 4 show that net soil loss increases in going from midslope

to bottomslope for transects 55,95, and 9N; net soil loss decreases fortransecb lS and 5N,

andalters little in 1N. Inthe case of tansects 5S, 9S, and lN, neitherthe overland flow nor
the rotary cultivation model predictions support this increasing hend of net soil loss from
midslope to bottomslope indicated by CS. For this same lower half of transects, both the

water and cultivation erosion factors support the decrease in soil loss indicated by CS for
transects 1S and 5N but differ by indicating net deposition. More directly, both water and

cultivation erosion factors zupportthe increase in soil loss shown by CS for 9N. The small
decrease in soil loss indicated by CS for the lower half of transect 5N is possibly supported

by both the cultivation and water erosion factors.
Summarising results, in 3 of the 6 hansects CS values indicate a substantial increase in

soil loss in progressing from midslope to bottomslope of the zub-catchment. For these same

3 cases, except for understandable slope reasons intransect 9N, the tends ofbotr WEF and
CEF are in the opposite direction to trends in CS, predicting soil accumulation at this
segment of the landscape. Thus it seems that there were factors other than erosion by
hillside overland florv and rotary cultivation causing soil erosion at this bottom palt of the
sub-catchmen! or else deposition of unlabelled sediment occurred. As mentioned eadier,
periodic flooding of the valley botom and its overflowing intermittent water course,
processes not considered in the hillside overland flow or rotary cultivation models, are

possible explanations. Such valley flooding was observed to occur during the oryerimental
period, and a number ofsuch evenb could be expected during the 4&year period involved
in the caes ium- I 3 7 methodologr. Aaother possible explanation given earlier in discussion
of caesium-l37 results was that p was elevated by exfiltration This was explored by
assuming B to increase from I to 15, u&ich, however, did not alter the general predicted

spatial tend in the water erosion frctor.

Conclusions

The relative importance of rotary hoe cultivation and overland flow on soil erosion in this
sub-catchment is investigated by imparing the spatial trends in soil loss predicted by
theory of these processes with Orat estimated by the experimental caesium-I37
methodology. For the upp€r convexparts of the opposing slopes ofthe sub-catchmentthere
were transects where the predicted trrends of erosion by cultivation and by werland flow
agreed with the trends indicated by caesium-l37 measurements, and other traosects where
this was not the case. As a consequence, for the upper slopes analysis has not clearly
supported a dominance of erosion by either cultivation or overland flow.

*
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In the lower half of the transects, except for the transect 9N, both the water and

cultivation erosion factors piedict net soil accumulation. This prediction is corrkary to all
the results based on caesium-I37 measurement, which indicate ilo net soil accumulation,

but rather, soil loss for alt parts of the sub-catchmen! even in the bottomslope. As uell as

this common difference in the sign of soil loss, even the trends expected in net soil loss due

to eilher cultivation or overland water flow commonly disagreed with the trends based on

caesium-I37 measurement. These discrepancies indicated thatthe net soil loss indicatedby

caesium-I37 at the bottomslopg must be dug to factors other than overland hillslope flow

or the analysed effect of cultivation. The observed periodic erosive ftooding of the water

course in the bottomslope of the sub-catchment is one likely cause of this disagreement in
fiends betw'een the net soil loss basedon caesium-I37 analysis and model predictions ofthe

2 erosion processes considered-

Further study would be worthwhile in order to test the expected cause of discrepancy

between caesium-l37 results and the estimation of erosion models which are most

noticeable in the bottom or lower pads of the sub-catchment.
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Appendix l. Notation

The following symbols are used in &is paper:

: distance of soil being removed on land of uniform slope (m)
: distance of soil being removed on land of variable slope (m)
: depth of cultivation of using rotary hoe (m)

sediment concentration (kg/",3)
sediment concentration at the transport limit (kg/m3)
depth of flow (m)
a constant oferosion factor
an erodibility factor
a constant or factor believed to depend on soil type, runoffrate and lvlaming's n
effect of rota4r cultivation on net soil redistribution on land of rrariable slope (m)
surfhce roughness coefficient Manning's n (m-1/3 s;
volumetric water flux (m3/m.s)
sediment flux (kg/m.g
run offrate per unit area (mm/s)

. radius of rotary hoe (r) minus one half of the cultivation depth BZ (m)
- radius of rotary hoe (r) minus the cultivation depth BZ (m)
: radius ofcurvature ofthe landsurface (m)
: downslope distance (m)
: land slope (sine of land slope angle)
: land slope (tangent of land slope angle)
: time (s)
: speed of the rotary hoe's general motion (m/s)
: velocity of water flow (m/s)
: distance on a horizontal cartesian co-ordinate (m)
: angle of land cuniature between two points (degree)
: land slope angle (degree)
: ,ngle between the land slope at B and the chord linking points B-N (de$ee)
: soil erodibility parameter

BL
BN
BZ
c
q
D
k
K
K1
MN
n
q

%
a
r1

r2

&
s
S

st
t
v
V
x
0

+
+
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Appendh 2" DeriveJion of exprssion for thc distance MN in Fig I

Figure Al is anenlargement of the segment ABGI of Fig. t. Land slotpe at B (Sg is given by:

St=anrlors =tan-lst lArl
Using curvature theory the downslope distance (ds) betv,Een the points B and J is defined

as:

6s=&ffi t/.zl
wlrere R. is the radius of curvature of the laad surface, ard 60 is dre angular rotation of the

radirs.
From BGI of Fig. A I , it may be noted that as 60 -r 0, dren BI + 6s and Ex -r dx. Thus,

in the limit 60 tends as follows:

rl
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Mueovcr, from trigonometry:

235

tA3l

Flg. AL Curvature of plane elcment at laod slopcs of ry and y1 at poiots B aad I, rcsp€ctively.

I-€t 0{, = tr - t. According to the curvaftre theorcru, 6r} is equal to E0 (Chirgwin and

Plumpton 1970), therefore P." in Eqn A3 becomes:

't" - cosV dv cosr a(t o-tsq

Using a theorem of differential tigonometry in substituting d(tsn-lst), Rc becomes:

dx50_+-
R.cosry

d,r(l+Stz)f,-= "
" cosrfl dSt

dxdx

"*v=GI,ft=t,*rf f,
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so that the value of Rccan be exprusod as:

60 dx

2 2R.cosry

A S. Wiranatfta er a/.

t,{4l

tA5l

(l+st2)l s

R^-'------j_" (dsvdx)

where (dSt/dx) is the rate of slope change with the change dx of horizontal distance r

Let S be the angle between the land slope at B and the chord linking points B and N (see
Fig. A2). Using curvatrre theory and E<pr A3, the angle of $ can be expressed as:

From the A BLV as 60 -+ 0 then LV -*r LM. The distance of LM can be expressed as:

LM= BLtan0= u,tanlfy

When 60 is a very'small angle, the distance LM becomes:

60LM=BL-
2

Using ALMU (Fig. A2), as 60 + 0 then N[U -+ MN. Therefore, in limit, the distance of
MN can be estimatedas:

tATl

IAq

lvtr{:11Mtan{, or

ml=nlE**
2

Substituting the EqnA5 into the Eqn A7, the distance of MN becomes:

rr,o,r=ar{J-*}tanv tAsI

An expression for BL in Fig. I is now derived. A general feature of the geomety defmed
in Fig. I is the distance dovmslope mo/€d in one rotation of the hoe by a soil el€,ment
initialty at the point A. This distance is BL. An expression for the distance of BQ can be
derived from the ABCQ in Fig. l, as follws. Let Ac = 11 rnd BC : 12, and rf be the angle
of the land slope at B. Then:

BQ =r1 sinr! and then

HB =r1 (l +sinr!) IAgl
Note that \ = cz - AZ, where cZ is fte radius of rotary hoe, and AZ is one half of the
cultivation depth, BZ.
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fig. A2. A triangle showing tk distance between two point ofM andN.

UshgA BI{I! the distance of BKcanbecalculatedas follovrs:

rr (l + sinty)
BK= '

cosl,

When the tractor with rotry hoe moves with a spaed v, then in an elerornt of tfune (&) the

distmoe ofmorcrnent is CD u&ere
CD =v 6t

In c&r'to relate the moverncnt oftre lffary hoe to the land slope, A CDT can be uscd as

fdlms:

lAtol

lAlu

lAl2l

lAr3l

TC=CD @r =vEtcosrf

Now RK = FS = FD - SD. Becausc 5p - pf, and FD = 11 = EC, th€n

: RK=ff,:vDtcos$

Usfug A RKL (Fig. l), the distance of (L can be calculated from

RKKL=-- v6t
co$r
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Nor, BL = BI( +Kt . codbtning Eqns Al0 ard At3, {E di$tancc "igt "* b" expresoed as:

r, (1+ sinw) 
t

'BL=r' ''+v6t [Al4!

Using Eqa'A4 for Re, and EqS Al4 fordistmce of BL in Eqa A& the disrarcsof MN
can be upressod as:

I

{ \(t+sinv) +r,6c }tany
MN=' oory ' '" 6sl-,= 

tArs]2cody (l+St'1''

tr.

hryltur$/ry,e$liih"cetoaUjoural{or

\.
i\.n
\


